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AFTER its successful bid to
host the 2022 World Cup
became mired in scandal and
allegations of vote buying,
Qatar has emerged from relative obscurity to become a
new superpower in another
sport — men’s handball.
Theoil-richnationmanaged
to scoop the silver medal at the
finals of the sport’s world
championships, aided by a
mainly foreign-born squad, a
Spanish coach and a team of
fansflowninfromEuropeonan
all expenses paid package.
Rivals at the tournament in
Doha also suggested that some
of the referees had favoured
the home side, a claim which
has been denied.
Before Qatar’s triumph last
Sunday, its national team was
placed 32nd in the global
handball rankings.
This weekend even Sepp
Blatter, the Fifa president,
waded into the dispute,
describing Qatar’s reliance
on foreign players as an
“absurdity” and warning the
Gulf state against forming an
imported football team ahead
of the 2022 World Cup.
Out of the 17 players who
lined up for Qatar at the handball championships, as few as
three had been born and bred
in the country.
The squad included five
players from the Balkans, a
Frenchman, a Spaniard and
athletes from Cuba, Tunisia
and Egypt.
Qatar had been able to take
advantage of international
handball rules which allow a
player who has not competed
for his national team for three
years to join another.
Members of its “foreign
legion” were awarded Qatari
citizenship and in many cases
lucrative contracts in Qatar’s
domestic handball league.
They include Bertrand
Roiné, a left back who previously won 20 caps for France.
Goalkeeper Danijel Saric had
competed for Serbia, as well as
for Bosnia and Herzegovina,
before transferring his loyalties
to Qatar.
Zarko Markovic had played
for Montenegro 30 times —
scoring 95 goals — before
moving to Qatar to play for the
El Jaish club in 2014 and now
the national side.
The team’s coach is Valero
Rivera, who took his native
Spain to the men’s handball
world title in 2013. The
assistant coach and the team
doctor are also Spanish.
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Handball star Bertrand
Roiné, once of France,
now plays for Qatar,
winners of the right to
host the 2022 football
World Cup, left. Pharrell
Williams, below, was paid
to entertain handball fans

Flood defence cash
diverted to save eels
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Qatar snatches handball
glory with foreign stars
Qatar, a hitherto unknown
competitive nation with fewer
than 300,000 citizens, has
vowed to become the “world’s
capital of sports”, prompting
claims that it is buying its way
to sporting supremacy.
The Sunday Times revealed
last year how Mohamed bin
Hammam, then the country’s
top football official, used secret
slush funds and junkets to win
support for Qatar’s bid for the
2022 World Cup. The official
bid committee denied that he
was working on its behalf.
The
country’s
wealth
has also been cited as a
potential influence in the fields

of motorcycling and athletics.
Blatter had voiced his concerns about the handball
tournament in a Fifa newsletter
on Friday. “The fact that sport
builds social bridges and brings
cultures together cannot be
stressed often enough,” he
wrote.
“However, what happened
at this year’s men’s handball
championship
in
Qatar
stretched this notion to the
point of absurdity.”
Blatter added that Qatar’s
players — part of the first nonEuropean side to reach the
finals — “contradict the spirit
of a national team”.

Although handball is perceived as a minor sport in
Britain — the country is
ranked a lowly 63rd in the
world — it is hugely popular in
other parts of Europe.
Qatar, having won the
right to host the 2015 men’s
world championships, spared
no expense on the tournament,
building three new arenas
from scratch.
Pop stars, including Gwen
Stefani, Kylie Minogue and
Pharrell Williams (who, perhaps fittingly, performed his
hit song Get Lucky with Daft
Punk), were also paid to entertain the spectators.

Among them were about 60
enthusiastic fans from Spain
who were recruited by the
Qatar Handball Association to
cheer for the national side.
“They are paying for the
flights, lodging and full board
in a good hotel,” saidSamuel
Ruiz, a fan, as the tournament
started.
“It is a good enough offer to
make you cheer them on in
their matches — even if they
are playing against Spain. It’s
all paid for by Qatar so those are
the ones we have to support.”
Qatar lost only one game —
to Spain — on its way to the gold
medal match with France last

Sunday, knocking out Austria,
Germany and Poland on the
way to the finals.
All three defeated European
sides complained about biased
refereeing decisions, with
Poland’s players even breaking
out in sarcastic applause for the
officials.
Qatar, having lost to France
by 25-22 for the tournament’s
top prize,now appears to have
refocused on its footballing
ambitions.
Reports emerged last week
that it wants to hire Pep Guardiola, the Bayern Munich manager, to coach Qatar’s national
squad for the 2022 World Cup.

THE humble eel could have
become Britain’s most
expensive wildlife species,
with measures to save it
from extinction set to cost
more than £100m, much of
it from flood defence
budgets meant to defend
homes.
The Environment Agency
(EA) is issuing hundreds of
enforcement notices obliging
landowners, drainage
boards, water companies
and others to replace the
thousands of pumps that
drain Britain’s lowlands with
“eel-friendly” versions that
will let the creatures migrate
between rivers and the sea.
The EA is obeying the eel
regulations imposed on it by
Defra, the environment
ministry, which controls the
agency. However, the rules
are so obscure that ministers
apparently failed to spot the
huge costs — enough to
protect several large towns,
such as Doncaster, South
Yorkshire, or Gloucester,
from the inundations that
have hit both places in
recent years.
Much of the cost will fall
on England and Wales’s 114
drainage boards, the obscure
but vital bodies that keep the
10% of land lying below sea
level free of water. Their
network of more than 500
pumping stations helps keep
Britain largely flood free
every winter, protecting
almost 900,000 properties.
Gerald Allison, of the
Downham Market group of
drainage boards in Norfolk,
said one member faced a
£12m bill for features such as
eel-friendly pumps that the
creatures can swim through
safely, and “eel passes” —
channels around barriers
such as weirs.
David Thomas, of
Cambridgeshire’s Middle
Level Commissioners, which
oversees another group of
drainage boards, said one
member faced a £1.8m bill
for a single pump station.
“Upgrading all pump
stations will take hundreds
of millions of pounds from
flood defence,” he said.

Andrew Newton, engineer
for the Ely group of 10
drainage boards, which has
29 pumping stations, was
quoted £3m last week for
making just two of them
eel-friendly. “The board
that owns them has an
income of just £700,000 a
year. The Defra ministers
care more for eels than
homes,” he said.
The eel regulations were
meant to reverse the
catastrophic 95% decline in
one of Britain’s commonest
fish. The problem is that
eels are highly migratory,
breeding in the Sargasso Sea
and returning to UK rivers to
mature — but the 26,000
weirs, sluices, pumping
stations and other barriers in
rivers block their way.

An EA impact assessment
originally put the cost of
making watercourses eelfriendly at £75m but insiders
say it will be far higher —
possibly more than £150m.
The total amount spent by
Defra on flood defences last
year was £600m.
An EA spokesman said
that it had drawn up nine
national “eel-management
plans”. However, while
trying to save the eel, the EA
is also allowing its slaughter.
Last year the agency sold
550 licences to commercial
eel catchers, who took 40
tons of the creatures from
rivers and estuaries.
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